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Why neural networks?
Neural networks in seismic modeling
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Random velocity models

- random starting depth
Random velocity models

- 1-5 random control points
Random velocity models

- interpolate between points
- assign velocities to layers
Training data – computing perturbations

\[ \Delta v = (1500 \text{ m/s} - 1700 \text{ m/s}) - (1500 \text{ m/s} - 1700 \text{ m/s}) = \Delta G \]
Training data – 10,000 training input/output pairs

\[ |\Delta v| \leq 200 \text{ m/s} \]
Training the network – forward problem
Predicted wavefield L2 misfit

![Graph showing predicted wavefield L2 misfit over iterations]

- **Design** → **training data** → **Test** → **Train**
Training the network – inverse problem

input $\Delta G$  true $\Delta V$  predicted $\Delta V$
Predicted velocity L2 misfit
Testing the network – forward problem

input $\Delta V$  true $\Delta G$  predicted $\Delta G$
Testing the network – inverse problem

input $\Delta G$  true $\Delta V$  predicted $\Delta V$
Conclusion

• Neural network “learned” forward and inverse problem
  • Forward: predict $\Delta G$ from $\Delta v$
  • Inverse: predict $\Delta v$ from $\Delta G$
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• Future work: time-lapse seismic monitoring